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Abstract—The recording performance of data-storage devices,
in which write/read elements move relative to a storage medium
to reliably store and retrieve information, depends on the capability of servo mechanisms to provide the necessary positioning accuracy. The desired characteristics of servo mechanisms for datastorage systems include robustness against variations of environmental parameters, high resolution, accuracy, stability, and fast
response. This paper presents a comprehensive overview of advanced servo-control methods for data storage. The applications
are to well-established recording technologies, including magnetic
tape and magnetic disk systems as well as CD/DVD/Blue-Ray optical data-storage systems. Moreover, newer holographic and nearfield optical systems and the emerging probe-storage technology
are also addressed. Emphasis is given to the potential exhibited
by the technologies considered for achieving ultra-high storage capacity, as required by the exploding demand in data-storage capacity for archival systems and massive multimedia data storage.
Index Terms—Control systems, hard-disk drive, holographic
data storage, optical-disk drive, scanning-probe data storage,
servomechanism, tape drive.

S

I. INTRODUCTION

ERVO control systems are essential to achieve high
throughput and near-optimum capacity in data-storage
devices in which accurate positioning of write/read elements is
required to reliably store and retrieve information. In today’s
increasingly interconnected world, there is an exploding demand in data-storage capacity for archival as well as real-time
applications, as a staggering volume of digital data is being
produced at an ever increasing pace. According to an International Data Corporation study [1], the amount of digital
information produced in 2011 is expected to approach 1.8
bytes, or 10 times
zettabytes, corresponding to
that produced in 2006, with a compound annual growth rate
of about 60%, i.e., significantly faster than the growth rate of
storage capacity. Furthermore, new regulatory requirements
demand that a larger fraction of this data be preserved, for
example, in the government and healthcare sectors.
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Servo control is becoming increasingly important for systems such as hard-disk drives (HDDs), tape drives, and optical
disk drives (ODDs). Significant new technologies are emerging
in this field in response to challenging requirements for future
storage systems. Examples are described in the programs of the
Information Storage Industry Consortium (INSIC), which are
aimed at achieving extremely high-density recording in HDDs,
on the order of a few Tb/in , and extremely high tape capacities, on the order of a few tens of terabytes, within the next
decade. The INSIC also envisages significantly higher capacities for ODDs, up to the terabyte range, that can be achieved by
resorting to near-field recording.
For an overview of nanopositioning technologies and devices
emphasizing the key role of advanced control techniques in improving precision, accuracy, and speed of operation of these systems in various applications, the reader is referred to [2].
To our knowledge, the present paper provides the first comprehensive survey of control techniques that find application in
storage technologies. Advanced servo-control design methods
are reviewed, with emphasis on those elements that are considered essential for achieving ultra-high storage capacities. For
example, in HDDs, robust control systems for dual-stage servo
actuators are being considered to perform fine head positioning
[3], [4]. Feedback-control systems for nanoprobe-based heating
in heat-assisted magnetic recording are envisaged to control the
nanoscale gap between the probe and the recording medium
[5]. In tape drives, new control methods are needed to compensate the dynamic skew of the head relative to the moving
tape by means of tilting rollers and/or actuators with more than
one degree of freedom [6]. High-bandwidth piezoelectric actuators are considered for enhancing the performance of track-following loops in the presence of high-frequency lateral tape motion (LTM) [7]. In ODDs, near-field recording aims at reducing
the size of the beam spot by increasing the numerical aperture of
a focusing lens using solid immersion lens technology [8], [9].
When using a blue laser diode as light source, the gap distance
should be controlled to less than 100 nm, with tight margins.
Stable servo systems are needed to prevent collisions between
the lens and the disk surface and to achieve good system performance [10].
Emerging data-storage systems are also addressed that
will inherently require high-performance position control.
Holographic data storage holds the potential for a volumetric
density greater than 100 Gb/cm and throughput larger than 1
Gb/s [11]. The tremendous potential of scanning-probe storage
devices to achieve ultra-high areal density has also been recognized [12]–[15]. In these devices, nanopositioning techniques
to navigate a scanner over the storage medium with nanometer
accuracy play a fundamental role [16], [17]. Recent advances
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have demonstrated the feasibility of achieving densities of
more than 2 Tb/in with scanning-probe storage technologies
[18]. Such applications promise a dramatic increase in the
achievable capacity of storage devices for archival systems and
multimedia data storage.
This paper is organized as follows. An overview of controlrelated research in tape drives is presented in Section II. Servocontrol methods for HDDs are discussed in Section III. The general ODD architecture and a survey of related control issues and
trends are presented in Section IV. Control techniques for holographic data storage are addressed in Section V. Finally, a review of advances in nanopositioning for probe storage is provided in Section VI.

II. TAPE DRIVES
The first commercially available data-storage device relying
on magnetic recording was the IBM 726 tape system introduced
in 1952 [19], [20]. The 20-inch-diameter cartridge with a 720meter-long magnetic tape had a capacity of 1.4 MB. The computations required by the control algorithms were performed in the
same computing unit that used the tape for external data storage.
Only in 1956 was a dedicated control unit finally included in the
drive.
Since 1952, the volumetric density of data recorded on tape
has increased about ten-million-fold, leading to a dramatic reduction in storage cost per gigabyte. State-of-the-art magnetic
tape cartridges can currently store 4 TB of uncompressed user
data by means of linear tape recording, whereby data is recorded
in long parallel tracks that extend over the entire length of the
tape. Linear serpentine recording, a variation of linear recording
that allows tracks to be shingled in a serpentine manner to increase track density, has been standardized in the linear tape
open (LTO) format [21], [22].
The main driving force of the progress in volumetric density of magnetic tape has been the areal density increase resulting from enhancements in linear density and track density.
In the past, the linear density increased much more strongly
than the track density for tape systems [23], [24]. An increase
in linear density translates into a smaller distance between adjacent bit cells, leading to an increase in inter-symbol interference.
Powerful data-detection and error-correction coding techniques
have been introduced to cope with the inherent variability and
the disturbances that characterize the read channel [25], [26].
On the other hand, a higher track density implies a narrower
track width and narrower write/read heads, leading to losses in
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and possibly to inter-track interference [6].
High-performance magnetic tape media are expected to play
an important role in future tape storage systems, as indicated
by the recent demonstration of 29.5 Gb/in recording areal density by IBM in collaboration with Fujifilm [27]. This result was
obtained by introducing advanced system concepts as well as a
new magnetic tape based on ultra-fine, perpendicularly oriented
barium-ferrite (BaFe) particles, to replace the metal-particulate
(MP)-type media currently used in linear tape recording technology. In the remaining part of this section, advances in tape

Fig. 1. Block diagram of reel-to-reel and track-following servo using a dual
servo channel.

transport and track-following servo systems will be discussed,
which will enable substantial further progress in track density.
A. Tape Path
The block diagram of a tape-drive system is shown in Fig. 1.
In tape drives, rolling elements transport the tape between the
cartridge reel and the machine reel over the magnetic read/write
head. Traditionally, flanged rollers have been used in the tape
path to constrain LTM, which represents one of the main impairments limiting the maximum track density. Sources of LTM
include reel motor vibrations, tape tension transients stemming
from torque variations in the reel motors, run-out of tape reels
and rollers, tape wear, and contact between the tape edge and a
flange of a roller or a reel [28]–[32].
An important tape-path design goal is the prevention of debris accumulation on the roller flanges due to their contact with
the tape edges. This might cause LTM disturbances that often
exceed the bandwidth of the track-following actuator, which is
on the order of 1 kHz in state-of-the-art drives. One approach
is to change the roller layout or to remove the flanges from
the rollers. In this manner, the high-frequency content of the
LTM disturbance can be significantly reduced, however at the
expense of introducing other challenges [6]. First, the range of
lateral tape displacement may become larger. Second, dynamic
skew, which arises whenever the gap of the head does not remain
perfectly perpendicular to the direction of longitudinal tape motion, may also attain large values. Dynamic skew tends to induce
increasing loss of signal as the frequency rises, as well as readback-signal frequency fluctuations, which are difficult to track
by the phase-lock loops usually implemented in the data channels [33]. These additional challenges may be addressed by resorting to an advanced actuator that is capable of following an
LTM with large excursions and of servoing its rotation angle to
keep the head perpendicular to the direction of longitudinal tape
motion.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of a synchronous servo channel.
Fig. 2. Layout of a 1/2-inch tape according to the LTO standard.

C. Tape Transport
B. Timing-Based Servo and Synchronous Servo Channel
In tape drives, the core of the reel-to-reel and track-following servomechanisms is the system that generates the
feedback information for the servo controllers. In the so-called
timing-based servo (TBS) system [34] adopted in today’s LTO
drives, five dedicated servo bands are written on the 1/2-inch
tape during manufacturing. Thus five servo bands straddle four
data bands, in which user data are stored on several written
tracks, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The recorded servo patterns
consist of transitions with two different azimuthal angles.
The lateral position of the narrow head element reading the
servo patterns and the tape velocity are estimated from the
relative timing of the pulses in the servo bursts. Furthermore,
information indicating the longitudinal position (LPOS) of the
head along the tape is encoded into the servo frames using
pulse-position modulation. The head lateral position and tape
velocity estimates and the longitudinal position information
are obtained by a digital servo channel processing the samples
of the readback servo signal. The sequence of lateral position
estimates is used to generate a position-error signal (PES)
that is fed back to the track-following servo, whereas the tape
velocity estimates and the longitudinal position information
are fed back to the reel-to-reel servo. A model of the readback
servo signal to analyze the impact of the various TBS elements
on the overall servo performance has been developed in [35]
and [36].
To achieve high-performance servo control, it is essential that
the measurement noise affecting the estimates be minimized. A
synchronous servo channel architecture as shown in Fig. 3 allows near-optimum filtering of the readback servo signal, minimizing measurement noise [37]. The digital interpolator/correlator implemented in a synchronous servo channel achieves
a close approximation of the optimum filter for the detection
of the readback servo signal independently of tape velocity. It
yields a substantially improved quality of the servo parameter
estimates compared to the direct observation of the peak arrival
times of the readback servo signal. Two servo readers are normally active in a head module, from which a dual servo signal is
derived, see Fig. 1. Therefore, a dual synchronous servo channel
including signal-combining techniques can be used to further
improve the system performance [38].

The reel-to-reel and track-following servo systems are of
fundamental importance to guarantee best read-channel performance on all parallel data channels during tape drive operation.
In particular, tight control of the tape tension and velocity is
necessary for introducing thinner media and mitigating lateral
tape motion, thereby also enabling an increase in volumetric
density. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of a tape drive using
conventional reel-to-reel and track-following servo systems. As
the two reels are driven independently to control tape tension
and velocity, the reel-to-reel system is inherently a multi-input,
multi-output (MIMO) system [39]. As mentioned above, a
dual servo channel provides estimates of the tape velocity, tape
longitudinal position, and head lateral position. In addition,
Hall sensors may be used to obtain tape velocity information
prior to initial parameter acquisition by the servo channel.
The tape-transport problem is related to the transport of webs,
as found for example in the manufacture of paper, plastic, and
sheet metal. Early work on the dynamic analysis and control of
the lateral and longitudinal displacements of a moving web is
discussed in [40] and [41]. A model of the tape in a reel-to-reel
and
denote the
system is illustrated in Fig. 4, where
spring constant and the damper coefficient of the tape, and
and
the radii of the cartridge reel and the machine reel, respectively. Because the radii and inertia of the reels vary slowly
during transport, and air entrainment dynamics rapidly and nonlinearly change the spring constants of the system, the dynamics
of web transport are both time-varying and nonlinear. A statespace formulation of the MIMO reel-to-reel system with a controller design based on the sequential loop closing (SLC) technique, and tension feedback from strain gauge sensors located
in the tape path, is presented in [42]. A control system design
obtained via the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) technique, in
which a gain-scheduling approach is introduced to cope with the
time-varying system dynamics, is proposed in [43].
The phenomenon of air entrainment, whereby friction draws
a thin layer of air into the take-up reel, causing several layers of
tape to be wound loosely, has been studied extensively both in
steady state [44], [45] and during transients [46]. As the tape velocity increases, air entrainment increases the effective length of
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Fig. 4. Model of tape in a reel-to-reel system.

the tape path, thus lowering the spring constant of the tape and
hence the resonance frequency of the transport system. Designs
of closed-loop controllers for reel-to-reel systems taking into
account air entrainment exist that are based on the gain-scheduling approach, with a 2-D grid to cover the desired range of tape
techniques [48], and guaranteed
velocity and tension [47],
robustness properties [49]. Open-loop time-optimal control in
the presence of air entrainment is addressed in [50].
The closed-loop controllers discussed above rely on straingauge sensors placed in the tape path to provide tension feedback. In commercially available tape drives, however, the use of
tension transducers often is not desirable for cost reasons. The
problem of robust control of tape transport systems using a tension observer instead of tension sensors has been addressed in
[51]–[53].
A further impairment affecting the performance of
reel-to-reel servo systems and the quality of readback signals in data channels is reel eccentricities that induce undesired
tape tension ripples around the nominal tension value during
cruise velocity. These tension ripples are quasi-periodic disturbances with slowly varying frequencies in the range from 10 to
60 Hz, depending on the reel radii and tape tangential velocities. In tape transport, this problem is particularly serious when
the reel rotation frequencies are near the resonance frequency
determined by the tape path. Adaptive control algorithms for
the suppression of time-varying once-around disturbances are
presented in [54].
The pulsating electromagnetic torque produced by the brushless DC motors, also known as permanent magnet synchronous
motors, which are commonly used as reel drivers in tape transport, constitutes a further source of tension ripples. Pulsating
torque components are often generated by the interaction of
stator current magnetomotive forces and rotor electromagnetic
properties [55], [56]. Various algorithms for torque ripple attenuation in brushless DC motors are proposed in [57]–[60].
D. Track Following
The main task of the track-following controller is to position
the head actuator as accurately as possible during write/read operations in the presence of LTM and other disturbances [61]. The
(three standard deviation) value of the PES represents an estimate of the maximum amplitude of the deviation from the head
lateral target position during track following. To avoid read and
write errors, which are usually referred to as track misregistration (TMR), the largest PES amplitude is kept below 10% of the
track width in commercial drives. In a linear control scheme, the
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closed-loop transfer functions determine the track-follow performance in terms of disturbance rejection capabilities and sensitivity to measurement noise. The disturbance rejection transfer
function can be approximated as a high-pass filtering function
with a cutoff frequency that roughly corresponds to the control
bandwidth. In [62], system identification methods are used to
estimate a high-order filter that accurately models the dynamics
of the disturbance rejection transfer function and the spectral
content of additional disturbances that contribute to the PES, besides the LTM. Using the estimated model in conjunction with
LTM measurements obtained by optical sensors, the PES can be
accurately predicted and the impact of additional disturbances,
e.g., servo pattern written-in errors occurring during tape manufacturing, can be evaluated independently of LTM.
Note that increasing the bandwidth of the track-following
system leads to a higher sensitivity to measurement noise. Furthermore, observing Bode’s sensitivity integral theorem, a frequency interval exists in which the position error is amplified by
the controller. Therefore knowledge of the frequency characteristics of the various disturbances is necessary to optimize the
closed-loop system performance. From a spectral characterization of the LTM, several quasi-periodic components can be identified. A linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) architecture for disturbance suppression, whereby the estimator is augmented with
the states of virtual systems modeling the quasi-periodic disturbance sources, is presented in [63]. A method based on real-time
LTM measurements and the double-Youla parameterization to
design a robust controller that is tunable to any drive-cartridge
pair is illustrated in [64] and [65].
Tape-stacking irregularities in the supply reel, e.g., stack
shifts or staggered wraps, lead to LTM events that are characterized by a large amplitude and low frequency. To effectively
mitigate the effects of such events, the track-following system
can be enhanced by a feed-forward control architecture using
information on the LTM captured by an optical sensor sensing
the later tape-edge displacement. The sensor is placed in the
tape path at a certain distance from the head. As LTM disturbances propagate along the tape path, the LTM measured by
the sensor will affect the track-following process with a delay
that depends on the sensor-head distance and the tape velocity.
This LTM information can be used by a feed-forward controller
to improve system performance, as done in the track-following
architecture combining feed-forward and feedback control also
presented in [63].
An active tape-guiding technique is proposed in [66] to mitigate the effects of flangeless rollers in the tape path. The method
resorts to controlling the tilt of one or more rolling elements
based on the measured LTM. The active tape-guiding mechanism has been characterized in terms of the lateral tape displacement versus the input current to the tilting roller actuator
at different tape velocities, and the closed-loop performance has
been evaluated.
The limits of a track-following servo based on the TBS
system and a voice-coil motor (VCM) actuator are investigated
in [67], where a PES standard deviation of 15 nm is demonstrated. The nanoscale positioning accuracy shown in [67] is
achieved by introducing advanced concepts for several system
elements, namely, a tape path with flangeless rollers to mitigate
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high-frequency LTM components, an
track-following
controller, and a new geometry of the servo patterns in the TBS
system in conjunction with a synchronous servo channel to
minimize the PES measurement error.
To increase the open-loop bandwidth of the track-following
system, a piezo-actuator has been considered in [68]. A dualstage actuator head has been proposed in [69], similarly to the
approach introduced in HDDs. The main difference, however, is
that a tape drive head design requires a linear actuator, whereas
HDD designs resort to rotary actuators. The dual-stage linear
actuator is based on a VCM that acts as a primary “coarse” actuator with large strokes, following low-frequency LTM, i.e.,
less than 1 kHz, and on a stacked piezoelectric (PZT) stage that
acts as a secondary “fine” actuator with small strokes, compensating for high-frequency LTM. The controller design for the
resulting dual-input, single-output (DISO) system is presented
in [7]. The dual-stage controller is based on the so-called PQ
method, which allows the decomposition of the DISO system
into two single-input, single-output (SISO) systems, and addresses the coupling between the actuators by frequency separation [70].
In state-of-the-art drives, the lateral position of the
head is controlled with a VCM, usually represented by a
mass-spring-damper model. The overall head-maneuvering
system, however, is fairly complex. The flexible modes of the
system can cause nonnegligible resonances and impair system
performance, e.g., by increasing the time required for the head
to settle on a desired track. The application of feed-forward
input shaping to head control to reduce the settling time in the
presence of vibrations is illustrated in [71].
The initial positioning of the head, which aims at properly
aligning two servo readers over two adjacent servo bands, see
Fig. 2, can be regarded as a moving target problem if the servo
readers alignment occurs in the presence of large LTM. A solution to this moving target problem is proposed in [72], where
not only the servo readers, but also the data readers in the head
are used to detect the presence of a valid, albeit distorted, servo
signal. The distance between the servo reader and the servo
band is continuously estimated by identifying the data reader
detecting the presence of a servo signal. This information is then
provided to a control element that determines a trajectory for the
head and allows the servo readers to rapidly land over the servo
bands.
E. Dynamic Skew Compensation
As mentioned earlier, it may be desirable to differently
shape or completely remove the flanges from the rollers in the
tape path to mitigate high-frequency LTM. The low-frequency
LTM, however, may become larger, potentially leading to large
tape-to-head skew, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a), in which the head
and the tape alignment are shown in the presence of a skew
angle . The head usually includes two modules that are placed
face to face to provide bidirectional read-after-write capability,
which is needed to guarantee that no loss of data occurs during
write operations [20]. Each module hosts pairs of data writers
and readers that are spanned by two servo readers for track
following, as shown in Fig. 5(b). By observing the head geometry, it is clear that a skew between tape and head module may

Fig. 5. Illustration of (a) skew and (b) head modules in a tape system.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of joint track-following and skew-compensation servo.

significantly reduce the margins for reliable read-after-write
operation. Compensation with skew-following actuation might
thus be required to keep the head perpendicular to the direction
of longitudinal tape motion. For this purpose, an actuator may
be used that includes a rotational as well as a translational
degree of freedom [6].
A control system for the joint track-following and skew-compensation servo is illustrated in Fig. 6 [73]. An estimate of the
skew-error signal (SES) can be obtained by measuring the time
intervals between peaks of corresponding pulses in the bursts
of servo signals from the top and bottom active servo readers,
where it is assumed that the servo patterns in adjacent servo
bands are perfectly aligned. The measure of the shift between
the servo patterns on the servo channels is given by
(1)
where denotes the tape velocity estimate, and
and
denote the time instants at which the signal peaks are detected on
channel 1 and 2, respectively. Considering the case of nonzero
displacement between servo patterns on adjacent channels, as
for example in the LTO format [21], an estimate of the skew
error is then given by
(2)
where the reference shift
depends on the servo bands
spanned by the head module, and
denotes the distance
between the top and the bottom servo reader.
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Fig. 7. Disk drive photos and schematic with key components labeled. (a) Disk
drive. (b) Suspension and slider.

F. Summary and Outlook
Tape systems will continue to play a key role in the protection
and preservation of data for many businesses and organizations,
providing the capability to read data back from tape reliably and
without errors whenever it is needed, even after several years.
Moreover, tape remains an integral part of a tiered storage infrastructure, especially because of its moderate total cost of ownership. As inactive data does not consume energy, the favorable impact on the power budget of IT organizations makes tape
storage an inherently “green” technology, and hence increasingly attractive for both archival and enterprise applications.
Tape cartridge capacities will keep growing at about 40%
compound annual growth rate, requiring further advances in
tape drive technologies. The push towards increasing areal densities will lead to much higher track densities, with the requirement of highly sophisticated track-following servo to achieve
nanoscale positioning performance over flexible tape media.
To maintain the pace of increase in volumetric density, thinner
media will be adopted, requiring tight tension control in the
reel-to-reel servo. In the years to come, tape storage will continue to present servo engineers with challenging tasks and with
the need for innovations to sustain the further evolution of this
six-decade-young technology.
III. HARD-DISK DRIVES
Magnetic hard-disk drives, the primary device for near-term
nonvolatile storage for computer systems, are fascinating
mechatronic devices featuring high-speed nanometer-scale
positioning, see Fig. 7. They are being produced in very large
volumes, hundreds of millions of units per year, at low cost.
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Since IBM introduced the first disk drive in 1956, the random
access memory accounting (RAMAC) system, with a capacity
of 5 MB, capacities have increased by a factor of more than
200 000 to over 1 TB per drive. The cost per bit has decreased
by even greater factors. Commercial disk drives are routinely
available for as little as USD 0.10 per GB, 300 million times less
than the RAMAC, in which the storage cost was USD 32 000 per
MB in 1956 dollars.
Areal storage densities have increased by similarly large factors: from the RAMAC density of approximately 20 bits per
bits per mm (250 Gb/in ),
mm (1.2 kb/in ) to over
a factor of more than 200 million, allowing drastic decreases
in size. The disks in the RAMAC were 2 ft (0.6 m) in diameter,
and the entire system had a mass of well over 1000 kg. Although
disk drives with disk diameters of 22 mm (0.85 in) have been
produced, the preferred form factor currently is approximately
65 mm (2.5 in), with a mass of a few hundred grams.
In spite of the impressive and continuing reductions in cost
and size, there is great concern that solid-state memory will replace disk drives in the near future. This concern is misplaced.
The reason is the total capacity all disk drives shipped compared
with the potential total capacity of solid-state memory. Even if
the entire semiconductor industry were devoted to producing
such memory, the total shipped capacity of disk drives would
be about 40 times larger than the potential shipped capacity
of solid-state memory. Given the multi-billion-dollar cost of
building new semiconductor fabrication plants, Fontana and
Hetzler estimate that replacing disk drives with solid-state
memory would require an investment of USD 1 trillion [74].
The advantage of solid-state memory over disk storage is in
the so-called “cost of the first gigabyte.” Simply put, one can
buy a single gigabyte of solid state memory, but the cost of 1 GB
of disk storage is the cost of an entire drive, which is that for 50
or more gigabytes. For large storage capacities, disk storage is
much cheaper than solid-state memory, but for a few gigabytes,
solid-state memory is much cheaper and much smaller. Thus
solid-state memory has completely replaced disk storage in consumer applications requiring only a few gigabytes of memory,
e.g., cameras and mobile phones.
A. Operation and Mechanical Specifications
HDDs, or simply “disk drives”, store data as magnetic patterns perpendicular to the plane of spinning disks made of glass
or aluminum. These disks are coated with a complex laminate
of nanoscale materials which can change their magnetization
(the recording layer), propagate magnetic fields (the “soft underlayer”), or are used to provide dimensional matching between the lattice structures of two different layers. The top of
these recording layers is protected with a layer of diamondlike carbon (DLC), and the surface of the DLC is covered with
lubricant.
The data bits of a disk drive are approximately rectangular
and arranged in concentric tracks. The data bits are 4–8 times
wider in the radial direction than in the tangential direction. At
bits
a bit aspect ratio of 4:1 and an areal density of
tracks per mm
per mm , the track density is approximately
tracks per inch), and the linear density in the tangen(
tial direction is
bits per mm (
bits per inch). The track
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pitch (the distance from the center of one track to the center of
the adjacent track) is approximately 100 nm, with profound implications for the head-positioning control system.
The data are read and written by two separate transducers
(collectively called the “read/write head” or “W/R head”) constructed on the trailing edge of a small, intricately contoured
composite ceramic block of aluminum oxide and titanium carbide (ALTIC) called the slider. The slider is about 1 mm 0.5
mm 0.2 mm, and it rides on a self-generated air bearing, i.e., it
“flies”. The distance from the read and write transducers to the
disk surface is the “fly height.” Proper functioning at today’s
data-storage densities requires that the fly height be about 6 nm,
because the magnetic signal from the disk decays exponentially
with distance. The fly height is maintained even as the skew
angle of the slider and the relative speed between the slider
and the rotating disk change significantly and even as the servo
system moves the W/R head from the inner edge (inner diameter
or ID) to the outer edge of the disk (outer diameter or OD). A
favorite analogy in the disk-drive industry is that the fly height
and size of the slider and the speed of rotating disks are dimensionally analogous to a Boeing 747 flying at an altitude of few
millimeters at thousands of meters per second.
The write transducer is a very small, electromagnetic element constructed using thin-film processing technologies. It has
a narrow leading pole for concentrating the magnetic field of the
head to change (write) the magnetization of the recording layer
of the material. The trailing edge is much longer to complete the
magnetic circuit through the soft underlayer of the disk without
concentrating the magnetic fields to overwrite data that has already been recorded. The trailing pole is trimmed to be trapezoidal so that it does not overlap adjacent tracks when the head
is skewed.
The read transducer is a structure that relies on the giant magneto-resistive (GMR) effect. The resistance of the GMR material of the read transducer changes significantly in response to
a change in magnetic field. The change in the resistance results
in a voltage signal of a few millivolts, which the read channel
electronics of the disk drive can amplify and demodulate.
Depending on the application, the spindle motor rotates the
disks at anywhere from 3600 rpm (60 Hz) to 10 000 rpm (167
Hz), and drives with 15 000 rpm (250 Hz) have even been developed. Typically, the highest spindle speeds are found in enterprise drives, where low latency (the time to reach the location
of the data on the disk) is at a premium and acoustic noise is less
of an issue. The lowest speeds are found in disk drives for laptops, where requirements for low power dominate the desire for
low latency.
The slider is mounted on a head-gimbal assembly (HGA)
which is itself part of the suspension of the disk drive. The suspension is a highly engineered stainless-steel leaf spring that
holds the head against the disk with a precise preload. The HGA
allows the slider to rotate slightly to maintain the correct orientation relative to the disk as the slider moves back and forth
across the disk. The suspension is attached to the much stiffer
arm, often called the “E-block,” because from the side, it resembles the shape of a capital E. The arm rotates about a pivot
bearing, which is a small ball bearing.

The actuation for the arm is provided by the electromagnetic
“voice coil actuator” (VCM), which is a flat coil of wires located
between the poles of a flat, powerful rare-earth magnet. The
signals to the VCM and the signals to the W/R heads of the
disk drive pass through the flex circuit, which is a laminate of
polymer and conductors.
To provide position information to the servo system, special
sectors, called “servo sectors”, are written at regular intervals
around the disk. Typically these servo sectors occupy about 10%
of the total disk area. These patterns are written onto the disk on
special machines (servo writers) before the disks are mounted
onto the spindle of the disk drive, or they are written by the disk
drive itself during the burn-in and test process [75]. This latter
process is called “self-servo write,” and can take many hours
to format hundreds of thousands of data tracks. In addition, as
the write transducer is displaced longitudinally from the read
sensor by a finite distance, the drive system must account for
the skew of the slider relative to the track, which will cause the
write transducer to be radially displaced by several tracks away
from the read transducer.
One of the unique aspects of the servo system is that it is a
true sampled-data control-system because position information
is only available when the head passes over the servo sector.
Changing the sample rate of the control system requires complete reformatting of the disks, and thus is impossible after
manufacture.
Fig. 8 schematically depicts the architecture of a servo sector.
The servo sector may contain other fields not shown, such as
those for automatic gain compensation. The Gray code of the
servo sector provides information on the track number. The
“servo pattern” provides signals demodulated to determine the
fine position of the head. The figure shows the so-called “A-B
pattern” or “amplitude pattern”, in which the relative amplitudes
of the readback signal over the sub-fields of the pattern indicate the head position. Other patterns determining the position
using the amplitude, phase, timing, or frequency of the readback
signal have been devised [76].
B. Servo System Functions and Challenges
The servo system of a HDD has two main functions, namely,
track seek, which is the rapid movement of the W/R head from
one data track to another, and track following, which is the function of keeping the read or write transducer within acceptable
limits of the center of the data track for reading or writing.
Recall that the deviation of the head from the track center is
perthe track misregistration and is usually reported as a
centage of the track pitch, the nominal distance from the center
of one track to that of the next. Each function has its own challenges, but both are complicated by the fact that the actuator
is not co-located with the sensor. Consequently there are numerous mechanical resonances in the suspension, the actuator
arm, the pivot bearing, and the voice coil. However, the dynamics of disk drives, although complex, are largely linear, and
thus disk drives are candidates for control-design methodologies for linear systems.
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Fig. 8. Schematic depiction of (a) the servo sector and (b) amplitude pattern
with read back signals from the head. The small rectangles in (b) represent the
head at different cross-track positions. The colored waveforms correspond to
the signals from the head position with that color.

Fig. 9. Schematic of an HDD servo system.

Fig. 9 shows a functional block diagram of a servo system
of a HDD. The relevant quantity for tracking is the cross-track
position. Note that the actual track position enters as an output
disturbance. The measured head position depends on the crosstrack position and the magnetization of the disk. Thus, any defects in the servo pattern become repeatable errors in the position signal during operation.
The track seek must balance the need for rapid movement
with the need for low noise in consumer applications, e.g.,
desktop computers [77], low power consumption in mobile
applications, e.g., laptops [78], and low emitted vibration due
to reaction forces and moments in applications with multiple
drives in a single rack, e.g., server systems [79]. The seek
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control must also account for saturation of the amplifier and
prominent hysteresis nonlinearities in the friction of the pivot
bearing [80]. There are a wide variety of short seek algorithms
used in the industry, and variations of the venerable proximate
time optimal servo (PTOS) [39], a modification of bang-bang
control, remain a viable candidate for seek control in many
cases.
The most important developments in recent years with respect to addressing these challenges are algorithms for seek
scheduling that take the rotational latency into account. These
algorithms coordinate the seek with the time needed for the rotation of the disk to bring the data to the head, allowing slower
seeks in many instances. At the same time, there have been numerous reports of efforts to design feedforward and feedback
control of the seek to reduce settling time, noise, power, and
emitted vibrations [81]–[83].
With respect to tracking, improvements in the channel have
somewhat relaxed the specifications for TMR for reading and
specification for TMR is still on
writing. Nevertheless, the
the order of 10% of the track pitch for reading and 5% for
writing. Thus, the head-positioning system must keep the head
to within 5–10 nm of the track center in the presence of numerous disturbances. Disk-drive designers continue to improve
the mechanical dynamics, sensors, actuators, and control algorithms to reduce the effect of mechanical disturbances and noise
on the drive while adhering to stringent cost constraints.
The disturbances that affect tracking are either persistent or
intermittent. Sources of intermittent disturbances include external shocks and vibrations, vibrations from other HDDs in
server arrays, and the occasional impact between the slider and
the disk. Persistent disturbances are categorized as being narrow
or broad band. Narrow-band disturbances are further broken
down into synchronous and nonsynchronous disturbances. Synchronous disturbances are due to noncircular tracks (written-in
runout) and the center of the tracks not being coincident with
the spindle rotation axis. Synchronous disturbances appear as
sharp peaks at harmonics of the spindle rotation frequency in
the disturbance spectrum.
The air currents (so-called “windage”) that arise from the
pumping action of the rapidly rotating disks give rise to both
narrow-band and broad-band disturbances. These air currents
cause nonsynchronous narrow-band disturbances by exciting
disk flutter vibrations and mechanical resonances in the actuator
assembly. Turbulent flow results in broad-band disturbances.
However, the adoption of fluid-bearing spindles has eliminated
the disturbances from ball and race imperfections and greatly reduced nonrepeatable runout from the spindle motor. Broad-band
disturbances require high bandwidth to attenuate their effect,
whereas narrow-band disturbances are amenable to localized
high gain.
Noise and distortion are two other important sources of
tracking error in disk drives. Noise arises not only from the
electronics, but also from imperfectly aligned grains in the
medium, at transitions and at the sides of tracks. The GMR
head readers are nonlinear devices that introduce distortion
and noise from domain-wall shifting. Quantization noise is
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Fig. 10. Disk drive with a shroud for reducing windage disturbances on the actuator, at the cost of increased power consumption by the spindle motor. Squeeze
film damping provided by the shroud can also reduce disk flutter.
Fig. 11. Photo of a suspension-mounted piezoelectric milliactuator using leadzirconium-titanate.

of course present in any digital control system due to the
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion processes.
C. Improving Tracking Performance
To improve tracking accuracy, there are three complementary goals of disk-drive research: 1) to decrease the disturbances
themselves; 2) to increase the bandwidth of the track-following
servo system; and 3) to better use the existing bandwidth to
target specific disturbances. By itself, the servo would be insufficient to achieve the high track densities of today’s commercial disk drives. The performance of HDD servo systems
has benefited from numerous advances to reduce the magntitude or effect of disturbances themselves. The use of smaller
components has increased the ratios of stiffness to inertia, thus
increasing resonance frequencies and lowering the effects of external shock and vibration and of aerodynamic drag. Various
shrouding mechanisms have been employed to reduce the air
flow impinging on the actuator arm and suspension, see Fig. 10.
Squeeze film damping provided by these shrouds can also reduce disk flutter. However, they also increase the drag on the
disks, resulting in greater power consumption by the spindle
motor. Slower spindle speeds in applications where the highest
densities are needed, e.g., laptops, have also helped.
In general, the effect of disturbances on the positioning accuracy scales with frequency such that doubling the servo bandwidth reduces the PES magnitude by a factor of four at low frequencies but only a factor of two or less near the bandwidth frequency. Reductions in the size of components and clever design
of the actuator arm and suspension have led to actuator bandwidths (open-loop 0 dB crossover frequencies) of nearly 2 kHz.
Nevertheless, research on design and control of dual-stage
actuators to achieve higher bandwidth has continued at a brisk
pace since IBM developed an electrostatic MEMS actuator in
the mid 1990s [3]. The two most popular configurations are
piezoelectric actuators mounted on a modified suspension and
electrostatic actuators for moving the slider relative to the suspension [4], [70], [84]–[89]. One of the advantages of such
dual-stage systems is that for short seeks, the emitted vibrations are significantly reduced owing to the very small inertia of
the second-stage actuator compared with that of the VCM and
arm. Another potential advantage is much faster seeks of just a
few tracks, depending on the stroke of the actuator and the track
density. Dual-stage actuators have appeared in some drives, see
Fig. 11. Until recently, their presence in commercial products
was still the exception rather than the rule because of cost and

the low stiffness they exhibit. They are becoming more common
in enterprise level drives, as found for example in server farms.
Other hardware modifications for the servo have been proposed such as instrumented suspensions for active damping of
vibrations [90], [91], and accelerometers for feedforward compensation of shock and vibration [92]. So far it appears that performance improvements offered by instrumented suspensions
have not justified their cost. Accelerometers are used routinely
on high-end drives for feedforward control. For low-end drives,
they serve primarily as shock detectors for the disk drive to stop
writing and to park the head to prevent damage.
Repetitive control is an excellent example of exploiting
existing bandwidth more effectively to reduce TMR [93],
[94]. Broadly broken down into feedforward and feedback
algorithms, repetitive control algorithms provide compensating signals at harmonics of the spindle rotation frequency
to address repeatable runout. Ultimately, the algorithms are
examples of the internal model principle [95] because there
must be some feedback to adapt the feedforward signal [96],
[97]. Algorithms that provide high gain at every harmonic
of the rotation frequency up to the Nyquist frequency have
largely been replaced by phase-stabilized high-gain resonant
filters that address just a few of the disturbances [98]. Although
compensation of repeatable runout is a well-mined area, new
results continue to emerge [99].
Robust control is another example of using existing bandwidth more effectively, particularly for compensation of broad, and -synthesis techniques have
band disturbances.
been applied extensively in recent years [88], [100]–[105]. The
advantage of these powerful automated design techniques is that
they provide the capability of guaranteeing performance in the
presence of modeling uncertainty and the ability to balance disturbance rejection, noise attenuation, control effort, and potentially other aspects of system performance by the construction
of a generalized plant with weighting functions. Their disadvantages are that they require a realizable state-space model of the
plant and that the weighting functions must be the magnitude
response of realizable state-space models. Also, the controller
will have the same order as the generalized plant, and model
reduction must often be employed. Thus, the design problem
becomes one of choosing a good plant model and designing
the weighting functions. While the software generating the controller runs quickly on today’s computers, the selection of the
weighting functions can be time consuming, and, if done poorly,
can result in an overly conservative design. To some extent these
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disadvantages have limited the use of robust control methods for
commercial drives. However, with the increasing prevalence of
dual-stage systems, their utility for the design of controllers for
MIMO plants is leading to their wide application.
An alternative to the design of a robust controller by considering a whole family of plants is a controller tuned to optimize
the performance of each actuator on an individual basis. The
concept of online tuning to optimize the performance of each
actuator is investigated in [106].
A relatively recent development with a very significant impact on servo-system performance has been the application of
an elegant but basic aspect of classical control theory. Phase
stabilization exploits the fact that the magnitude response of a
SISO system can cross 0 dB multiple times, provided the phase
on the Nyquist plot are
is such that encirclements of
avoided [107]. Fig. 12 illustrates the concept. By altering the
phase response at a resonance, the energy of a vibration mode
can be turned to advantage to reduce the effect of disturbances
around that frequency, even if that frequency is above the 0
dB crossover frequency of the rigid body mode. This results in
a prominent notch in the sensitivity function at exactly those
frequencies that are most vulnerable to disturbances. The simplicity and effectiveness of this approach have led to its rapid
adoption throughout the disk-drive industry. This phase-stabilization approach also motivated the development of several
new controller structures or new uses for existing structures as
well as new design techniques [98], [108], [109], and it has been
extended to dual-stage actuator systems [110].
D. Summary and Outlook
To paraphrase the famous words of Mark Twain, the imminent death of hard-disk drives has been greatly exaggerated.
The total storage capacity of all shipped disk drives greatly
exceeds the conceivable storage from solid-state memory for
the foreseeable future. The servo systems of disk drives continue to improve thanks to better components and good engineering to reduce disturbances. Dual-stage actuators are found
in some products, primarily enterprise drives, even though their
costs and limitations have so far prevented their widespread use.
Sophisticated control design approaches and architectures have
been employed for seeks and track following [111] and [112],
whereas the simple approach of phase stabilization has greatly
improved the performance of servo systems. Newer work on
preview control may significantly improve seek performance,
particularly for dual-stage systems.
In the future, servo engineers may be required to design controllers for fly-height control. Currently thermal actuators are
used in some drives to lower the W/R head toward the disk surface, which relaxes the fly-height requirements. The control of
this actuator is open-loop after calibration. As data-storage densities increase, it may be necessary to lower the head even further, which will require feedback control to avoid collision between head and disk.
Candidates for achieving densities higher than 1 Tb/in include heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR), use of patterned media, a combination thereof, or something entirely different [113]. The servo will be affected by the choice of technology. For example, skew compensation may be necessary to
align the W/R head for patterned media, or to align the heating

Fig. 12. Illustration of the phase-stabilization method. (a) A SISO system with
multiple 0 dB crossovers. (b) and (c) Corresponding Nyquist plot. The system
will be stable in closed loop if the Nyquist plot does not encircle the point
, even though the open-loop frequency response crosses 0 dB past the
frequency. (d) The sensitivity function will feature a prominent notch at
the frequency of the open-loop peak. The portions of the Nyquist plot in (b) and
(c) outside of the unit circle (red) correspond to those portions of the Bode plot
(a) with magnitude greater than 0 dB. The nearly complete circular arc corresponds to the resonance at approximately 4600 rad/s.

element and magnetic element of a HAMR head. Also, PES generation may become very different. The servo engineer’s job is
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far from being over, and it will continue to be an interesting endeavor in the years to come.
IV. OPTICAL DATA-STORAGE SYSTEMS
The optical data-storage industry has been in existence for
almost three decades, as compact disks (CDs) were first introduced in the consumer market in 1982 [114], [115]. Initially,
optical storage technology was thought to dominate the future
storage markets because of its higher data density than available
in the incumbent magnetic tape and HDD technologies [116].
Magnetic technologies, however, have evolved faster than
optical technologies. The relatively lower capacity and data
transfer rate of optical data-storage systems, usually referred to
as ODDs, explain their market share as a portable interchange
medium between computers instead of being used as a primary data-storage system. Moreover, their low cost and easy
reproducibility made them good candidates for information
distribution and archiving applications. Although portable
storage, especially for mobile devices, now has been taken over
by Flash memory, optical products are expected to continue to
complement and coexist with HDDs because of their unique
advantage of being a low-cost removable medium [116]. To
date, ODDs, such as CD-ROMs and DVDs, are the most widely
used data-storage systems. Recently, Blu-ray disks began to
become popular devices because of their higher data-storage
capacity. Servo-control technology has been a key aspect in
ODDs poised to evolve towards higher data capacity because
of its important role of moving the optical pickup to a track and
controlling it to read/write data along the track.
A. General Architecture
1) System Architecture: A typical example mechanical
system with an optical pickup unit (OPU) is shown in Fig. 13.
The OPU is mounted on a sled (coarse actuator) controlled
by either a stepping or a direct-current (DC) sled motor. The
medium is mounted on the spindle system, with the spindle
motor running either in constant linear velocity (CLV) or
constant angular velocity (CAV) mode. The generic ODD
architecture and servo system are well described in [114],
[115], [117], and [118]. An OPU includes several components:
1) servo components: focus actuator, (fine) track actuator, and
springs that hold the objective lens; 2) optical components:
laser diode, collimation lens, polarizing beam splitter, objective
lens, etc.; 3) electric components: monitoring photo-detector
(MPD), photo-detector IC for channel signals, etc. To read
(record) data from (to) an optical disk, the so-called servo
system should control the OPU, the sled motor and the spindle
motor in the correct sequence. Details on the functionality of
the control loop in commercial ODDs can be found in [114],
[115], [119], and [120].
2) Servo Actuators in OPU: The control quality of the focus
and track servo systems mainly determines the performance
of an ODD. Hence the design parameters of an OPU can be
a major concern. As illustrated in Fig. 13, a laser beam traverses the collimation lens, polarizing beam splitter, quarterwave plate, and objective lens before reaching the medium.
The light reflected from the medium then passes through the
objective lens, quarter-wave plate, and detection lens before

Fig. 13. Optical pickup unit [115], [118], [121].

Fig. 14. Principle of focusing.

reaching the photo detectors. To provide side beams, a diffraction grating can be placed between the laser and collimation
lens. Side beams follow the same path as the main beam, but
are detected on side-beam detectors half a track away. They
are focused on the medium as shown in Fig. 14. Except for the
media, all components are placed on the optical pickup on top of
the coarse actuator [115], [118]. In general, the servo actuators
can be modeled by a mass-spring-damper system [120], [122],
[123], and the actuation to an objective lens for focusing (or
tracking) is achieved by a voice-coil actuator. Thus, given the
electrical components of the actuator with resistance and inductance , the overall transfer function from the input voltage
to the displacement
can be described by [115]
(3)
where
is the natural frequency, denotes the -factor, and
is the DC gain from the current to the displacement. The
electrical dynamics is often neglected and modeled as a secondorder system by using a current amplifier with proportional and
integral (PI) feedback control [120].
3) Focus-Error Detection: The focus error (FE) is determined by using an astigmatic objective lens and a sensor for
the reflected light, which contains four separate photodiodes
that divide the sensing area into separate quadrants as shown in
Fig. 13. The basic principle for creating a focused beam spot on
the reflective layer on a disk is shown in Fig. 14. Once an objective lens is located at a focal length from the reflective layer, the
beam spot can be generated within the focal depth range with a
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OPTICAL PARAMETERS

Fig. 16. TE detection by (a) three-beam and (b) differential push-pull method.
The data pits are at the center of the groove, and the side detectors help provide
more accurate TE signals.

Fig. 15. Focus-error detection based on an astigmatic method.

certain diameter because of the spherical aberration of the objective lens. The numerical aperture (NA) of an objective lens
is defined by
, where is the refraction index.
Then, observe that
(4)
where is the laser wavelength, and and are the diameter
of the beam spot and the focal depth, respectively. The optical
parameters of the media are summarized in Table I. We refer to
[8] for further details.
Several methods for FE detection exist [114], [115], [118],
[124], [125]. Fig. 15 shows a typical example of generating the
FE and high-frequency (HF) signal using the sub-signals of a
main photo detector. The shape of the beam spot on the quadrant
photo detector depends on the distance between the disk and the
objective lens. The HF signal is defined by
(5)

As the objective lens moves up and down towards the medium,
see Fig. 15, the FE is expected to assume an -curve behavior
around the focal length defined in Fig. 14.
4) Track-Error (TE) Detection: The TE measures the
distance of the laser spot from the desired track. Several
methodologies for TE detection exist for disk media [118],
[126], [127]. In this paper, we discuss three main methods used
in practice, namely, the three-beam method, the differential
push-pull method, and the differential phase-detection method.
The three-beam method was developed for CDs with data pits,
such as CD-ROMs. In a CD OPU, the laser is split into three
beams by a refraction-grate plate as shown in Fig. 16(a). At the
same time, two other sub-beams produce E- and F-channels in
a photodetector. The TE can be defined as
(7)
The differential push-pull (DPP) method was devised for CD
media with land-groove architecture, such as CD-R or CD-RW
disks. As shown in Fig. 16(b), the sub-beams are located at a
distance of one half the track pitch. The height gap between land
and groove and the inclination of the area connecting the two
result in a difference that is correlated to the track deviation in
the main beam push-pull (PP) signal
(8)

and
are the signal levels of the channels.
where
When the objective lens is located exactly at its focal length
from the disk, the beam spot is evenly distributed on the four
channels and HF achieves a maximum. From Fig. 15, we see
that the FE is approximately linear within a certain range. Then
a FE that is above a certain level is defined as

This PP signal is very sensitive to the disk tilt so that four
additional channel signals obtained from two sub-beams must
be used to resolve this matter. The side-beam push-pull (SPP)
signal

(6)

(9)
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may contain an offset component, which renders also the mainbeam PP signal sensitive. Thus, one can define a differential PP
signal as follows:
(10)
The differential PP method is robust against disk tilt and good
for CD-R or CD-RW media.
Differential phase detection (DPD) is a TE-detection
method devised for DVD playback. It can be extended for
DVD-Recordable (or rewritable) media with land-groove structure, but DVD-ROM disks (without land-groove structure) need
a different TE-generation method. To resolve this, DPD uses
four main channel signals for detecting the phase difference
[118], [127]–[130].
Phase-shift DPP (PS-DPP) is used for precise alignment of
the three spots on the track edge for the different track pitches
of multi-type DVDs [131].
5) Servo Loops: There are six major control loops in ODDs:
fine tracking, coarse tracking, focus, spindle, phase-lock loop
(PLL), and laser power [118]. The typical architecture of an
ODD and the general design of a servo system for reading data
from a disk are summarized in [130]. For CD drives, these functions are well described in [115]. Good descriptions of each loop
can be found in [118]. The servos of the fine-tracking and the
focus loop typically include a lag-lead or proportional-integral
derivative (PID) compensator with notch filters, or a state-feedback controller with an estimator [115], [120]. The objective
lens is generally held by a set of springs as shown in Fig. 13. The
plants may be modeled as simple mass-spring-damper systems
with two states, namely, position and velocity, in a state-space
model. A bias force can be included in the model as an augmented state for tracking to represent the friction force from the
rails on which the coarse actuator slides and the tension force
from the connecting cable.
The combined fine and coarse-tracking loop is illustrated in
Fig. 17. Although fine tracking (objective-lens movement) and
coarse tracking (sled movement) are physically coupled, they
can be considered as being decoupled because of the difference
in their frequency range of operation: the sled loop has a much
lower bandwidth than the fine-tracking loop. A master-slave
control method can be employed such that the fine-tracking
loop uses the TE signal filtered by a high-pass filter, whereas
the coarse-tracking loop uses a low-pass filter. The lower-bandwidth loop commands the sled to position the OPU, whereas
the higher-bandwidth loop drives a VCM actuator for fine positioning of the objective lens. The amount of repeatable runout
(RRO) is estimated and injected as a feedforward term as is done
with the bias force. The focus loop depicted in Fig. 18 is similar
to the fine-tracking loop because the lens dynamics in the radial
and the vertical direction are similar. As the TE is of sinusoidal
shape, zero crossings can be used to count the number of half
tracks during a seek. Details on the spindle, PLL, and laser control can be found in [114], [115], and [118].
B. Control Issues and Methods
1) Focus Servo: The focus servo is the first of several feedback loops that are active in an ODD. Hence, achieving reli-

Fig. 17. Tracking control loops [118].

Fig. 18. Focusing control loop [118].

able focus control is a key factor for the performance of data
reading (or recording) [132]–[135]. In general, the vertical deviation of a disk should be less than
mm, which implies that the
pickup should be designed to allow a working distance of 1
mm. The open-loop gain of the focus servo in the low-frequency
band covering the rotational frequencies should be increased appropriately to suppress the effect of the vertical deviation. As
severe vibrational disturbance weakens the performance of the
focus control [134], the bandwidth and gain of the focus servo
should be determined for the specific targets envisioned. Standardized vertical deviations of the information layer specified
at the disk-scanning velocity of CD-ROM drive can be found in
[115].
2) Track Servo: The track servo is needed for reading the
data from a spiral track [118], [122]. To accomplish the trackfollowing operation in an ODD, both the pull-in and the steady
track-following task must be performed reliably [136], [137].
The eccentricity of a track is defined by the mismatch of the
rotational center with respect to the geometrical center of data
tracks. The main sources of the eccentricity are inaccurately
formed tracks on the medium and poor clamping of a disk. In
practice, for CD-ROMs, an eccentricity of 210 m is the maximally allowable eccentricity a track servo can cope with. When
a disk exhibits a certain amount of eccentricity as it rotates,
the beam spot (emitted from the objective lens) follows a relative trajectory on the disk that results in a sinusoidal track error
when the beam spot crosses the data tracks. To follow a data
track, the track servo or track controller should be turned on
when data track is crossed so that the track controller can suppress the radial velocity and stably pull in the beam spot onto
the data track. After the pull-in phase, the track servo should
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sustain the track-following operation. Eccentricity also affects
the track-following performance, in particular at high rotational
speeds. Note that the tracking servo in an ODD is formulated by
an unknown reference tracking problem, and the unknown reference fluctuates with the amount of eccentricity, synchronized
with the rotational frequency. Thus, the unknown reference can
be treated as an unknown disturbance, which can be handled by
increasing the low-frequency gain of a track controller.
The allowable amount of track position error is defined by the
device specification (see [115] for CDs). Boosting the low-frequency gain of the controller may weaken the phase-lead property around the cutoff frequency and thus degrade the dampening property. To avoid this difficulty in designing a nominal track servo, various approaches have been proposed based
on disturbance observers [136], [138]–[141], repetitive control
[121], [142]–[144], or nonlinear control [145].
In addition to eccentricity and black dots or scratches on a
disk, the robustness of the track (or focus) servo is one of the
major issues affecting performance.
3) Robust Control: ODDs are affected by various disturbances related to disk imbalance, eccentricity, windage,
external shock, and resonances caused by the actuator itself.
These disturbances contain significant periodic components
appearing at a known fundamental frequency, which corresponds to the disk rotational velocity, and higher harmonics.
Disturbance observers (DOBs), repetitive control, and iterative
learning control (ILC) have been successfully applied for rejecting periodic disturbances or disturbances at low frequency
ranges.
DOBs have been applied to enhance the tracking performance [146]–[149]. Because in ODDs only the TE signal is
available, a modified estimation method achieves improved
performance [150], and multi-loop DOBs provide further improvement [151]. Robust DOBs that take the model uncertainty
into account have also been used [152], [153]. By considering
the pull-in capability, steady track following can be achieved
by an add-on DOB designed in the time domain [137], [139].
At high rotational frequencies, modifications to conventional
DOBs achieve better performance than conventional DOBs
[154], [155].
The advantages and disadvantages of repetitive control are
well summarized in [96] based on four different algorithms to
cancel periodic disturbance. A tutorial on iterative learning control and repetitive control is given in [156]. The drawback of
repetitive control is that exact knowledge of the period of the
external signals is required. In practical applications, the period
must be constant or else an accurate measurement of the periodicity is necessary. Although the method described in [157]
requires additional memory elements, it is very effective for
rejecting disturbances when the period varies within a narrow
range.
Another drawback is due to the Bode sensitivity integral: perfect reduction at the harmonic frequencies is counteracted by
amplification of noise at intermediate frequencies. Various approaches have been reported to address this problem (for details,
see [142]). In [121], for example, a sufficient condition for robust stability of the repetitive control system is derived in the
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form of a linear matrix inequality (LMI). In [158], a modified
repetitive compensator uses notch filters with feedforward gain.
The goal of ILC is to generate a feedforward control that
tracks a specific reference or rejects a periodic disturbance. Recently a survey of ILC has been published [159] that looks at the
analysis, design, time, and frequency-domain system representation. The convergence conditions of learning control schemes
have been explored in detail in [160].
An add-on-type output regulator is able to reject sinusoidal
disturbance at a known frequency [141]. This approach has been
extended to an adaptive output regulator to reject the sinusoidal
disturbances of unknown bias, magnitude, phase, and frequency
[161] using a modified adaptive algorithm [162]. Novel frequency adaptive control techniques (FACTs) to deal with the
RRO cancellation for both CAV and CLV spindle modes in
ODDs were studied in [163] and [164].
There are also nonperiodic disturbances, such as surface
defects and external shocks. Surface defects, for example,
are scratches, fingerprints or dust on the disk surface. They
distort tracking error signals reflected by the disk surface,
and consequently deteriorate the track-following performance.
The robust controllers designed to reject RRO are unable to
effectively eliminate nonperiodic disturbances [165], [166].
A summary of fault detection and shock disturbance compensation methods is presented in [130]. A comprehensive
study on surface defects can be found in [167] and [168]. The
use of estimators to obtain accurate TE information when the
optical pickup passes surface defects has been considered in
[135], [169], and [170]. A nonlinear dynamic filter providing
an additional gain to the feedback controller can be used to
improve disturbance rejection [145], [171]. An experimental
performance analysis based on frequency-domain measurements has also been made [172]. Switching control using an
observer was shown to be effective in track following even in
the presence of disk scratches or heavy fingerprints [173]. A
simple additional current measurement that provides positive
feedback effectively eliminates disturbance and thus attenuates high-frequency disturbances such as mechanical shocks
[174]. A robust servo-control system using observer-based
sliding-mode control is presented in [175]. Although these
systems enhance the anti-shock performance, the control structures are complex. In a recent study, a nonlinear anti-shock
controller having a dead zone improved the stability margin
without degrading tracking performance [10].
C. Near-Field Recording Systems
The data density of an optical recording medium depends
on the size of the focused laser beam spot. This can be reduced by using a shorter-wavelength laser or a larger NA objective lens (see Table I). Several new far-field optics-based approaches, e.g., the magnetic super-resolution (MSR) and the optical super-resolution (OSR) technology, have been proposed to
further increase the recording density, but cannot achieve more
than 100 GB capacity [9], [176].
Optical far-field-based approaches have reached the theoretical and technological limits because of the diffraction limit.
A focused laser beam can read out recorded pits with the real
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Fig. 19. Optical near-field recording: (a) SIL and (b) SIM.

cutoff frequency determined by the rate of the spatial cutoff frequency
times the disk rotation speed. The diffraction
limit, therefore, determines the data-storage capacity of a disk.
To overcome this resolution limit, the use of optical near-fields,
which provide a significantly smaller beam spot, has been suggested [9], [176]–[179]. The optical near-field is a special electromagnetic field that can achieve a significantly smaller laser
beam spot size to overcome the resolution limit, but cannot
propagate over long distances (unlike optical far-field waves).
Optical near-field recording (NFR) refers to the extremely
short distance (called air gap, approximately 25 nm) between
the objective lens and the disk surface. The gap is much shorter
than that of CDs and DVDs (roughly 1 mm) or even of BDs
(1 mm). This means that much smaller marks ( 100 nm) can
be recorded and read out by different optical probes to achieve
more than 100 GB capacity in a 12-cm disk. The optical nearfield, however, cannot propagate beyond 100 nm, and its intensity decreases exponentially with the distance. Accordingly, the
medium surface has to be ultimately flat compared with current
removable media, such as DVDs and CDs, and control of the
flying height, i.e., the air gap, becomes critical.
The development of a high-NA lens system with a low-flying
recording head is very challenging. A promising approach is to
use a blue laser to write and read data through a solid immersion
lens (SIL) or solid immersion mirror (SIM), both of which significantly reduce the spot size of the focused beam at the bottom
of the lens as illustrated in Fig. 19 [9], [178]–[180]. Other optical
NFR methods proposed have practical limitations. A thin-film
technique called “super-RENS” [181] has a very low SNR. Here
a gap servo using a PZT actuator was introduced [182], which
requires a high control voltage and a short working distance with
hysteresis.

Although the system structure of NFR appears to be very
similar to that of conventional ODDs, the air-gap width is
much smaller. In optical NFR, the positioning control accuracy
required is far below 100 nm, which may not be attainable
using current optical far-field device control technology. Mode
switching, i.e., open-loop mode for approach and closed-loop
mode for air-gap control, is widely used in air-gap servo
control, as the gap error signal (GES) is available only in the
near-field distance because of its non-flat shape and clamping.
The (open-loop) approach mode brings the lens head from
the far-field into the near-field distance, and then closer to the
surface. When the lens enters the near-field range, the air-gap
controller is switched to closed-loop mode. Sony demonstrated
1 nm at a 150-rpm disk (2.5 Hz) [183], whereas Philips
recently demonstrated
1 nm air gap at a 3500 rpm (58.3
Hz) polycarbonate disk [184].
For track seek and track following in NFR, conventional
methods can be used, although a more challenging servo-control specification is required. During track-seek servo, the
head should be set as far away from the disk as possible (the
maximum working distance of the biaxial device) to avoid
collisions between the SIL head and the disk. The gap servo
system provides an open-loop control signal to the head actuator to make the head approach the disk [184]–[187], possibly
along a specific profile to reduce the pull-in time and avoid
overshoot that may cause collisions. Because of the delay of
the air-gap error signal, the introduction of an appropriate
open-loop control signal is desirable to reduce the pull-in
time and to prevent overshoot [188]. Use of a DOB to reduce
the overshoot at the switching point between open-loop and
closed-loop modes was demonstrated in [189].
V. HOLOGRAPHIC DATA STORAGE (HDS)
HDS using holographic technology, which has been researched since the 1960s for its data-storage potential, is
capable of storing more than 100 Gb/cm and transferring data
at speeds faster than 1 Gb/s. Thus HDS has been considered
suitable for archival systems and massive multimedia data
storage. For details on HDS systems, the reader is referred
to [11], [190], [191], and the references therein. In [192],
fundamental issues underlying HDS, such as grating formation,
recording and readout of thick and thin holograms, multiplexing
techniques, SNR considerations, and readout techniques suitable for conventional, phase-conjugate, and associative search
data retrieval, including a discussion on electronic implementations for control, signal encoding, and recovery, are extensively
reviewed. A roadmap for optical data-storage applications,
including a comparison of the storage density of HDDs to that
of optical data storage including HDS, is presented in [116]. A
tutorial on servo techniques for holographic storage system can
be found in [193]. Details on servo and drive control for system
implementation are presented in [194]. HDS systems store data
in the form of holograms, which are images of 3-D interference
patterns created by the intersection of two beams of light in
a photosensitive storage medium. In general, both page-based
and bit-wise holographic techniques have been pursued. For
various approaches to HDS, the reader is referred to [192].
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In page-based HDS, a signal beam containing digitally encoded data is superposed on a reference beam within the volume
of the storage medium, resulting in a chemical reaction that
changes or modulates the refractive index of the medium in the
volume. This modulation serves to record both the intensity and
the phase information of the signal. Each bit is therefore generally stored as a part of the interference pattern. The hologram
can later be retrieved by exposing the storage medium to the reference beam alone, which interacts with the stored holographic
data to generate a reconstructed signal beam proportional to the
initial signal beam used to store the holographic image. The two
primary approaches to increase capacity exploit a multiplexing
approach via angle [193] and collinear phase conjugation [195].
Holoplex [196], Samsung [197], and Daewoo [198] also pursued angle-multiplexing methods. Optware [195] has been pursuing collinear phase conjugation [194]. InPhase developed an
angle-polytopic phase conjugate using a monocular architecture for consumer applications [193], [194]. Coaxial-type holographic disk systems which use microreflector hologram have
been researched by Samsung [199] and Sony [200].
In bit-wise holography or microholographic data storage,
every bit is written as a microhologram or Bragg reflection
grating, typically generated by two counter-propagating focused recording beams. The data is then retrieved by using a
read beam to reflect off the microhologram to reconstruct the
recording beam. Accordingly, microholographic data storage
is more similar to current technologies than page-wise holographic storage. However, in contrast to the two layers of data
storage that can be used in DVD and Blu-ray disk formats,
holographic disks can have 50 or 100 layers of data storage,
providing data-storage capacities that can be measured in terabytes. Moreover, as in page-based holographic data storage,
each microhologram contains phase information from the
signal. Detailed discussions on the two methods can be found
in [201].
1) Servo Control: Many methods have been proposed to increase the capacity and data transfer rate using multiplexing
and new storage materials. Angle, wavelength, and phase code
methods have been introduced for multiplexing [190], [191],
[194]. To use volume holography as a storage technology, the
digital data to be stored must be imprinted onto the object beam
for recording and then retrieved from the reconstructed object
beam during readout. The input device for the system is a spatial light modulator (SLM) including a digital micromirror device (DMD). The SLM is a planar array of several thousand
pixels. The output device is a similar array of detector pixels,
such as a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
sensor or charge-coupled device (CCD). To obtain reliable data,
such as read-back data from HDS systems with a low bit-error
rate (BER), it is necessary to control a reference beam precisely
to align a holographic image on the image sensor. To achieve
this objective, the reference beam should be positioned on the
center line of the data track. Thus, it is important to have a
tracking control method that is suitable for HDS systems. However, methods for designing and evaluating a tracking controller
for an HDS servo system using disk media have rarely been
reported. For disk-type media, a few methods for servo-signal
generation have been proposed.
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Fig. 20. Shift-multiplexed disk system: track position and disk rotation enable
access to densely overlapping holograms [11].

Fig. 21. Multiplexing angle-scan system configuration of HDS developed by
InPhase [193].

Holoplex and InPhase use spatial multiplexing, which is the
conventional two-axis holography as illustrated in Figs. 20 and
21. It is claimed that collinear technologies have significant
advantages over conventional two-axis holography: good write
and read performance, uniform shift selectivity for both radial
and tangential directions, and fairly large system tolerance.
Fig. 22 illustrates the optical configuration using collinear
holography released by Optware. The introduction of Optware’s mechanism enables reduced pickup size, elimination
of vibration isolators, high-level compatibility with DVDs
and CDs, and low-cost operation, effectively eliminating the
remaining obstacles to full commercialization.
Optware uses a servo signal generated by prewritten pits,
whereas Holoplex assigns a part of the holographic image
for tracking error signal (TES) generation. Both methods use
page-type data [196], [202]. Optware writes pits on a disk for
generating a servo signal before writing data on the medium
[195]. In this method, two separately controlled lasers are used
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Fig. 22. Optical configuration of the HVD drive system using collinear technology [195].

for reading data, and the servo signal is obtained from detecting
signals caused by laser reflections from the prewritten pits.
Holoplex, in contrast, generates a servo signal using part of the
holographic image. Its holographic image consists of a data
image and a servo image. The data are read back through the
image sensor, and the servo image is projected onto a photo
detector (PD), or a part of the image sensor is used to produce
the servo signal. InPhase uses a dedicated servo track with a
sinusoidal encoder at the inner diameter (ID). Two servo systems based on the holographic signal recovered are designed
to control the reference beam pitch angle and wavelength
compensation requirement unique to page-based holographic
memory system. Compensation for pitch angle misalignment
and changes in the holographic medium dimensions are investigated in [194], where also the alignment principle for
sequential recovery using wobble servo is introduced.
2) Tracking-Error Signal and System Tolerances: Optware
uses two separately controlled lasers for reading data, and the
servo signal is obtained by detecting signals caused by laser reflections from the prewritten pits. In the recording process, the
information pattern in the center and the reference pattern in the
outer ring are displayed simultaneously by the same SLM, and
the information beam and the reference beam interfere with each
other in the disk through a single objective lens. In the reconstruction process, only the reference pattern is displayed on the
SLM. The reconstructed beam is sent back to the same lens by a
reflective interlayer in the disk and reflected to a CMOS image
sensor by a polarized beam splitter. A red laser is used for servo
control and for locating holograms.
In contrast, Holoplex makes the servo signal using a part of
the holographic image [196]. In Fig. 20, a shift-multiplexed disk
system is depicted. It resembles a CD, with an SLM and detector
array for parallel input/output, and a simple reference beam.
Track position and disk rotation enable access to densely overlapped holograms [11].

In [197], it was shown that valid TES is available only intermittently, namely, when the level of the RF sum signal is high.
To cope with this, a mode-switching control method was introduced. The tracking controller regulates the tracking error only
when valid TES is generated, whereas a feedforward controller
is used when valid TES is not available. A shift-compensation
algorithm eases the tolerance position error bound. To understand the tolerances of HDS systems, a definition of SNR that
relates to the BER is chosen [194]. SNR degradation arises from
several causes, such as imperfect phase conjugation of the recovered data beam, Bragg mismatch, book-to-book crosstalk,
and clipping by the polytopic filter. Further details on the tolerances are listed in [194].
3) Other Aspects: Using a pre-format layer facilitates
tracking-servo control [203]. However, to avoid the use of a
pre-format layer and an additional laser diode, using a holographic servo track to detect TES and perform tracking-servo
control is possible [204]. In this method, the TES is available continuously, and standard techniques can be applied for
tracking control. As the angle margin of the reference beam is
very small (less than 0.01 ), an angle servo is necessary [198].
When neighboring tracks are not recorded at the same diffraction efficiency and the average diffraction efficiency of one
track is larger than that of adjacent tracks, this method causes an
offset of the angle error signal [194]. For holographic systems
capable of phase encryption a solution to ease the mechanical
tolerances for positioning exists [205]. The phase modulation
for the position marker image makes the readout image sensitive to the hologram positional error. The performance of some
HDS systems using holographic disks may be sensitive to the
tilt disturbance because of the rotational mechanism due to the
Bragg effect. Therefore it may be necessary to detect and compensate the angle of the disk tilt [206]. It was reported that the
tolerance of tilt angle (tangential tilt) is below 0.01 for 3 dB
loss of SNR when angle multiplexing is used. Basic tolerances
of InPhase HDS systems were reported in [207]. Detecting the
amount of tilting and its compensation with a conventional
control method were successfully performed after filtering PES
with a fourth-order low-pass filter to reject measurement noise,
as reported in [208].
VI. PROBE-BASED DATA STORAGE
The emergence of a wide variety of mobile data-storage applications in recent years has created a significant demand for
high-capacity, fast-access, and low-power memory devices. In
particular, mobile devices, such as personal digital assistants,
digital cameras, MP3 players, and mobile phones, are in need
of data-storage systems with such specifications. With existing
nonvolatile memories, such as HDDs, ferroelectric random-access memory (FRAM), and Flash memory, approaching their
physical limits, probe-based storage is viewed as a promising alternative for future mobile devices. It is also being investigated
as a potential technology for archival data storage. This section
presents an overview of the recent literature on probe-based data
storage.
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Fig. 23. Schematics of IBM’s probe-based storage device prototype [214].

A. Principle of Operation
The concepts of data storage based on local probe techniques
are derived from scanning probe microscopy, where nanometersharp tips are used to investigate and manipulate matter down
to the atomic scale [209], [210]. Probe-storage technologies can
be regarded as natural candidates for extending the areal density beyond that of conventional storage technologies. Early
proposals to use a single atomic force microscope (AFM) tip
in contact with a rotating polycarbonate substrate for writing
and reading back topographic features date back to the early
1990s [211]–[213]. However, achieving high data rates represents a main challenge in building useful probe-storage devices,
as the probes support data rates on the order of 100 kb/s. Thus,
orders of magnitude increases in data rate are necessary for
these devices to become competitive with conventional devices.
A solution providing a substantial increase in data rate is obtained by employing MEMS-based arrays of probes that operate in parallel, with each probe performing write/read operations on an individual storage field. One implementation of a
probe-based storage device where this concept was first applied
and which is known in the scientific community as the “millipede” prototype developed by IBM, is presented in [12], [13],
and [214], see Fig. 23. A generic probe-based storage system
consists of a storage medium for recording digital information,
a microscanner that moves the storage medium relative to an
array of AFM-type probes with extremely sharp tips, a servo
controller that controls movements of the microscanner during
track-seek and track-following operations, and electronic circuits that implement, among other things, the necessary control and signal processing algorithms. The first fully functional
probe-storage device prototype, including write/read operations
by multiple probes in parallel and a closed-loop system for the
nanopositioning of the scanner, was presented in [14], whereas
the control strategies implemented in the prototype were presented in [16] and [17].
B. Storage Medium
Among the various probe-based data-storage concepts under
investigation, thermomechanical recording and retrieval of
data encoded as nanometer-scale indentations in thin polymer
films is believed to be the most advanced [12]–[15]. In this
method, the presence or absence of indentations corresponds to
logical ones or zeros, respectively. Thermomechanical writing
is achieved by applying a force through the microcantilever tip
to the polymer layer and simultaneously heating the polymer
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layer locally. The written information is read by operating the
microcantilever in contact mode and detecting the presence
of an indentation using the thermal displacement sensor integrated into the microcantilever. Initial experimental results
using single cantilevers have shown that data can be recorded
at a density of 641 Gb/in and read back with raw error rates
better than 10 [215]. Later, a storage capacity of 840 Gb/in
using eight probes operating in parallel was demonstrated [14].
Furthermore, a feasibility study has shown that densities of 4
Tb/in can be achieved by using an advanced polymer medium
[216]. At the time of this writing, this is the only probe-storage
technology that has reached this level of functionality.
A number of alternative storage media have been proposed
for probe-based storage devices. A promising approach is based
on phase-change media, where the memory application relies on
a reversible phase transformation between the amorphous and
the crystalline state [217]–[219]. In probe-storage applications,
phase transformations are based on Joule heating induced by
injecting a current pulse from the tip into the storage medium.
The written information is read back by exploiting the different
electrical resistivities of the two phases.
A group of LG researchers demonstrated the possibility of
performing write/read/erase operations in a polymer medium
without heating either the probe or the medium [220]. They observed that by applying pressure on a polystyrene-block-poly
storage medium, microphase transitions occur that can be controlled to perform write, read or erase operations. A data-storage
density of 1 Tb/in has been demonstrated using this material.
Two other nonvolatile storage methods studied are based on
piezoelectric-mechanical [221] and ferroelectric storage media
[222]–[225], whereby storage capacities of several Tb/in with
read/write speed on the order of kilobits up to megabits per
second per tip have been demonstrated.
C. Probes
As mentioned earlier, one drawback of probe-based
data-storage is the relatively low data rate per microcantilever,
e.g., about 100 kb/s at acceptable power levels in thermomechanical-based systems. Hence, multiple microcantilevers
must be operated in parallel to achieve data rates comparable
to those of other data-storage devices. A probe array for the
small-scale prototype system based on the thermomechanical
probe-storage concept developed by IBM consists of an array
of 4096 (64 64) microcantilevers with integrated read and
write microheaters [226], see Fig. 24. Each microcantilever
performs write/read/erase operations in an individual storage
field approximately 100 m 100 m in size. The microcantilevers are actuated electrostatically, and are equipped
with thermal sensors that can detect the probe distance from
the storage medium. Competing systems are based on a very
similar design, e.g., the device reported in [227] uses an array
of 5000 electrostatically actuated microcantilevers spaced at
150 m pitch.
D. Positioning System
The positioning systems for scanning-probe-based
data-storage device prototypes consist primarily of a microscanner that positions the storage medium relative to the
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Fig. 25. Principle of operation of a MEMS thermal sensor [244].
Fig. 24. Three-terminal integrated probe used in IBM’s probe-storage device
prototype. The inset shows an enlarged view of the tip, which is heated for write/
erase operations [215].

cantilever array, position sensors that provide global position
information, and servo fields that generate medium-derived
position information. These storage devices are required to
have a small form factor so that they may be incorporated into
mobile devices. This has led to the use of MEMS technology to
realize the necessary positioning mechanisms. A typical system
consists of a MEMS microscanner with – motion capability
and the storage medium spin-coated onto the scan table [12].
1) Actuation: The two most widely used actuation mechanisms in MEMS are electrostatic and electrothermal actuation.
Piezoelectric, magnetic and shape memory alloy-based actuation methods have also been investigated. However, none
are fully compatible with standard fabrication processes
[228]–[230]. With some exceptions [231], [232], electromagnetic actuators are used in most of the prototype probe-based
storage systems to move the scan table in the – plane [227],
[233], [234], [269]. Although this method of actuation is not
compatible with available MEMS fabrication methods, it is
chosen for its ability to generate a large stroke at reasonable
power consumption.
In probe-based storage devices, data is stored in the storage
fields along straight lines parallel to the -axis, called tracks.
Thus, to perform read/write/erase operations, the microscanner
is moved in a zig-zag raster pattern. A key challenge is maintaining the position of the read/write probes on the target track
as the probes are scanned along the length of the track during a
read/write operation. Each track is scanned in the horizontal or
-direction with constant velocity, while the fine positioning in
the cross-track or -direction is maintained in the presence of
disturbances and noise. At the end of each track, a short seek
operation is used to move into the next track if necessary. Precise positioning and navigation of the read/write transducers on
the track center lines are critical in all types of storage devices.
However, these requirements are much more stringent in probebased data-storage devices, in which accuracies on the order of
a nanometer or less are needed to achieve reliable storage and
retrieval of data [16], [17].
Recent interest has also focused on using non-raster-scan
methods in AFM. In particular, two methods that have been

proposed are based on tracking spiral [235], [236] and cycloid-like trajectories [237]. The main advantage of these
methods is that for a mechanical scanner it is much easier to
track a smooth trajectory, rather than a raster pattern with sharp
corners. Thus, higher scan speeds can be achieved with the
required positioning accuracy than with raster scans. The use
of non-raster-scan methods in probe storage has been studied
in [238].
2) Sensing: To sense the motion of the microscanner in both
scan directions, position sensors are incorporated into MEMS
microscanners. The most widely used displacement measurement technology in MEMS is capacitive sensing. The reasons
are the simplicity of the sensor element itself, low power consumption, and good stability over temperature [229], [230]. Although many capacitive transducers have a nonlinear capacitance vs. displacement characteristic, feedback is commonly
used to convert the signal to a linear output. This method has
been used in two of the prototype probe-storage systems demonstrated, for which nanometer-level positioning accuracies have
been reported [227], [239]. They have also been used in [232]
where these electrostatic actuators are exploited for simultaneous sensing. An alternative approach to simultaneous sensing
and actuation in electrostatic MEMS drives was first introduced
in [240]. Similar methods had already been implemented in
HDDs [241], [242], and in piezoelectrically actuated nanopositioners [243].
An innovative thermoelectric position-sensing method for
MEMS-based probe-storage devices was reported in [244], see
Fig. 25. In this approach, two pairs of thermoelectric position
sensors are used to provide information on the – position
of the microscanner. The sensors are microheaters fabricated
directly above the scan table such that they partially overlap
with it. Displacement of the scan table results in a change
of the overlapping area, which in turn results in a change
of sensor temperature. The change in temperature translates
into a change in current, which can be detected and used as a
measure of the displacement. These thermal sensors operate
over the entire travel range of the microscanner and hence are
capable of providing global position information. The sensors
are operated in differential mode, which results in a significant
reduction in noise. Compared with capacitive sensors, they
have a smaller form factor, which makes them a good proposition for use in MEMS devices. However, when operated at
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low frequencies, they are susceptible to flicker noise. Unlike in
capacitive sensors, the low-frequency noise cannot be reduced
by modulation/demodulation because it is an integral part of the
sensor. Research efforts aimed at understanding the properties,
limitations and other potential applications for thermoelectric
sensing in MEMS are currently under way [245]–[250].
E. Control Issues
There are a number of control problems that naturally arise
in probe-based storage systems. The purpose of this part is to
present an overview of the issues and the solutions proposed in
the recent literature.
1) Control of Self-Servo Write Process: Unlike most
nanopositioning applications such as scanning probe microscopy, which require relative positioning [210], data-storage
devices require absolute positioning. Moreover, this absolute
positioning needs to be provided across the entire area of
the storage field with nanometer-scale precision. This calls
for inscription of position information on the medium. In the
probe-storage device prototype reported in [13]–[16], a number
of storage fields and their associated microcantilevers were reserved for the generation of position information. These storage
fields are known as servo fields. Prewritten servo patterns in
the servo fields can be used as an alternative position signal.
This signal measures the deviation of the microcantilever tip
from the track center during the read/write operation, and is
essential in achieving repeatable positioning. The medium-derived PES is based on sequences of indentations (bursts), which
are mutually displaced along the -direction, arranged in such
a way as to produce two signals in quadrature, which can be
combined to provide a PES. The concept of medium-derived
position sensing has been investigated by several other groups
[231], [251], [252].
The complicating factor with generating the required servo
fields is that the servo patterns have to be written using the
global position sensors prior to the regular operation of the
storage device by employing a self-servo write process. This
is in contrast to HDDs, where the servo information is usually
written with the assistance from an external positioning device
[253]. Subnanometer-scale positioning accuracies are highly
desirable while performing self-servo write operation, as the
positioning errors incurred while writing the servo fields would
appear as sensing noise while performing regular read/write
operation of the device. Open-loop operation is not possible
during self-servo write operation, primarily because of the
lightly damped poles of the microscanner. Conventional feedback controllers, on the other hand, would make the system
sensitive to measurement noise, particularly at low frequencies,
and sensor drift.
To overcome this problem, the concept of shaping the noise
sensitivity transfer function as applied to the self-servo write
process was introduced in [254]. The underlying idea is based
on the fact that when controlling a dynamical system, it is imperative to have frequency regions in which control is essential,
e.g., the frequency regions close to the resonance frequency in
the case of a nanopositioner. It is also evident that in these frequency regions, the closed-loop system would be sensitive to
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measurement noise. However, it is highly desirable, and possible, to carefully design the noise sensitivity transfer function
such that the closed-loop system is insensitive to measurement
noise outside these frequency regions. In nanopositioning applications that require positioning errors to be well below the
resolution provided by the position sensors, a directed shaping
of the noise sensitivity transfer function is essential. Control architectures for controlling the microscanner along both the and -scan directions based on
controllers [255] and resonant controllers were presented in [254]. Resonant controllers
have been designed to augment damping of collocated highly
resonant systems, and have been applied to flexible structures,
with notable success [256], [257]. It was recently noted that resonant controllers, as well as other similar control structures such
as positive position feedback control [258] and integral resonant control [259], belong to the class of strictly negative imaginary systems [260], which explains their remarkable robustness
properties. Both control design methods studied in [254] were
found to be capable of generating the desired noise sensitivity
transfer functions. However, the resonant controller was found
to be a more suitable choice for implementation because it could
achieve the same objective with a simpler structure.
2) Track-Following Control: When a probe-storage device
is in regular operation, the control system has two tasks. First,
from an initial position, which could be quite arbitrary, the controller must locate the target track and position the scan table
accordingly. This is achieved by the “seek and settle” procedure. A time-optimal controller was designed in [16], [261] to
implement the seek operation. Furthermore, a worst-case seek
time of about 1 ms has been reported for a probe-storage device
[16], [261]. This is significantly faster than in other data-storage
devices such as HDDs and ODDs, and is due to the small size
of the MEMS-based storage devices and the fact that only quite
tiny distances need to be travelled.
The second, and very critical, function of the servo system is
to maintain the position of the read/write probes on the center of
the target track during the scanning process along the length of
this track. This is achieved by the “track-following” procedure.
During track following, each track is scanned in the horizontal
direction with constant velocity. This must be done while the
fine positioning in the cross-track direction is maintained in the
presence of disturbances and noise.
Although the dynamics of a microscanner along the - and
-scan directions are quite similar, the control design objectives are slightly different. Along the -scan direction, a constant scan velocity, which is determined by the data rate of the
storage device, needs to be maintained. Deviations from a uniform scan velocity during read and write operations result in
timing jitter in the readback signals [262]. This phenomenon has
a significant impact on the performance of the storage device.
Low-frequency components of the positioning error are more
tolerable thanks to timing-recovery circuits that form part of the
read channel [18]. This implies that the -axis control architecture can rely on the global position sensors alone, even though
these sensors may be susceptible to drift and sensitivity variations [244]. LQG and PID controllers were designed and implemented on a prototype probe-storage device in [263]. This was
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followed by an LQG controller encompassing a feed-forward
controller [16].
The -axis control design problem is more involved. While
scanning along the -direction, the scanner must be maintained
at a constant position in the -direction such that the probes
are close to the track center lines. Any deviation from the track
center would lead to a loss in the signal strength during reading.
This requires minimization of both the low- and the high-frequency components of the error signal. The medium-derived
PES signal can be used as a secondary position sensor to complement the information derived from the global displacement
sensors. While the latter generates good measurements at high
frequencies, the former is a high-precision sensor at low frequencies. Thus, a controller can be designed to use the PES
sensor at low and the global sensors at high frequencies. This
idea of frequency separation was used in [264] to design a twoinput one-output
controller that takes into account the noise
spectral characteristics of the two sensors. An alternative approach reported in [17] involves an architecture similar to that
of the -direction, but with two tracking controllers, one for
each of the two sensors. In this case, the tracking controllers are
designed in such a way that frequency separation is enforced.
It is worth observing that a similar situation arises, very naturally, in piezoelectric tube scanners, which has made it possible to use the concept of frequency separation for high-precision high-speed nanopositioning for AFM-type piezoelectric
tube scanners [265], [266]. Two other track-following methods
are proposed and discussed in [267].
Disturbance rejection is a key requirement in probe-storage
control systems, particularly for track following. Disturbances
can arise from a number of sources. They may be externally generated disturbances, such as vibration and noise, which are often
modeled as input disturbances to the plant [254]. Or they may
be due to nonlinear effects arising from the rotation of the scan
table as it undergoes a raster scan [16]. Cross coupling between
the slow and the fast axis of the scanner is also another unavoidable source of disturbance [17]. Also, simultaneous operation of
a large number of microcantilevers during read or write operations can lead to a substantial disturbance [268]. All of these
effects can be modeled as external disturbances. The frequency
range over which they are substantial has to be identified, and
their presence must be factored into the controller design.
VII. CONCLUSION
In our information society, data storage plays a crucial role
and is expected to assume ever increasing importance because
of the exploding amount of data being generated and the need to
preserve a large fraction of it. This paper reviewed key control
technologies that allow storage systems based on HDDs, tape
drives, and ODDs to continue to offer very large storage capacities in a cost-effective manner. The main challenges that control
engineers will likely face in the foreseeable future have been addressed. Control-related research on emerging holographic data
storage and probe-storage systems was also presented. Such applications promise to enable a dramatic increase in the achievable capacity of storage devices for archival systems and massive multimedia data storage.
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